ChosenLawyers.com is Determined to
make ‘Justice for All’ a Reality
OJAI, Calif., July 14, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — “ChosenLawyers.com
reaffirms its commitment to making ‘Equal Justice Under Law’ available to all
people regardless of race, religion, gender, national origin or status,”
proclaims Paymon Barati-Darmian, attorney and founder.
It is a well-known fact that our Justice System is highly complex:
prohibitively intimidating and exorbitantly expensive.
Political partisanship, overt/covert racism, and corporate pandering cause
significant challenges to our criminal justice. This is why over 2 million
people are incarcerated; most for minor offenses. Yes, 1 in 4 prisoners on
Earth reside in “the land of the free and the home of the brave.” Colossal
costs and misery for the people; massive profits for corporations.
Our civil justice, which is the only place an individual could challenge mega
corporations for putting profit before safety; committing fraud; killing or
injuring millions of people, callously and methodically has been transformed
into a club to bludgeon the people. Tort reform is a painful example. Add to
this equation corporate power lawyers who clog the system with frivolous
Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation (SLAPP); then we would
understand why an estimated 71 percent of people who need legal help, never
seek it.
Fortunately, there is no challenge big enough to withstand the power of
compassion and creative deeds. ChosenLawyers.com is the progeny of such a
resolute stance.
Most law firms are small local businesses. They must invest substantial
amount of time and money on viable communication campaigns to find clients: a
complicatedly expensive process that most lawyers cannot afford.
ChosenLawyers.com carefully chooses trusted, highly competent and
compassionate lawyers as Joint Communication Members; then it combines their
limited resources through leveraging, to implement ethical and creative
communication methods that benefit all. This process saves Chosen Lawyers
considerable time and money, which affords them to provide some FREE legal
services to the helpless and the voiceless.
WIN-WIN SOLUTIONS:
Our Chosen Lawyers win by getting valuable clients affordably. Clients win by
having trusted competent one-stop-solutions for all their legal needs, LIVE!
The justice system wins by becoming less clogged, and more available to
people with genuine legal problems.
Naturally, we need your support to make “Justice for All,” a reality. Thus if
you encounter any legal problem or wish to blow the whistle on injustice,
anywhere, make http://www.ChosenLawyers.com/ your communication platform. If

you are a lawyer who possesses personal courage and intellectual insight to
do the right thing – when no one is looking – we are ready to mark your
territory, proudly! If you are a journalist committed to propagation of truth
and justice, help us spread the news across the country and around the world.
Justice is the very thread that weaves together the tapestry of human
civilization: defending it is everyone’s business; because as Dr. King Jr.
proclaimed: “Injustice anywhere is a threat to Justice, everywhere!”
For more information or to schedule an interview with the founder, please
contact:
Paymon@ChosenLawyers.com
Tel: 1-888-365-0-365 EXT.3
Paymon Barati-Darmian
(Attorney-at-Law)
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